Meeting Space Information

KHI provides a welcoming and comfortable space to do the hard work of understanding and addressing the many difficult health policy challenges we face in our state. Classes and other meetings in our building are expected to include evidence-based dialogue that respects differing opinions and points of view. The space offers sophisticated audiovisual equipment to engage people from locations across the state and nation, and an environment that promotes healthfulness.

Our focus on healthy meetings includes open space with wide, sunlit staircases, healthy food and beverage options, and opportunities to move or stretch during long meetings.

RESERVABLE CLASSROOM DESCRIPTIONS

St. Peter West — (582 sq. ft.) Smaller room that can accommodate up to 39 people (depending on layout). Contains an 80” monitor with HD camera, complete audio and video conferencing system, ceiling-mounted speakers and microphones.

St. Peter East — (1,183 sq. ft.) A larger room that accommodates up to 170 people (depending on layout). Contains a 138” video wall and wall-mounted lateral speakers with audio and video conferencing capabilities, including multi-camera video recording and streaming services.

St. Peter Conference Room — (1,765 sq. ft.) Large room that will accommodate up to 209 people (depending on layout). Can be separated into two rooms by a moveable wall system. Includes all audiovisual equipment offered in the St. Peter West and East conference rooms.
RESERVABLE CLASSROOM DESCRIPTIONS

**Hayden** — (360 sq. ft.) Board room in the southeast corner, seats 16 around a rectangular table. Contains a 70” monitor, small HD camera with mic for video conferencing, and a speaker phone.

**Ad Astra** — (172 sq. ft.) A medium-sized room that seats 8 around a rectangular table. It includes a 55” Smart Board, small HD camera with mics and speaker for video conferencing, and a speaker phone.

**Free State** — (172 sq. ft.) A medium-sized room that seats 8 around a rectangular table. It includes a 60” monitor, small HD camera with mics and speaker for video conferencing, and a speaker phone.

The Kansas Health Institute (KHI) supports effective policymaking through nonpartisan research, education and engagement. KHI believes evidence-based information, objective analysis and civil dialogue enable policy leaders to be champions for a healthier Kansas. Established in 1995 with a multiyear grant from the Kansas Health Foundation, KHI is a nonprofit, nonpartisan educational organization based in Topeka.

For more information on hosting your next meeting at the Kansas Health Institute Learning Center, please contact us at (785) 233-5443 or visit www.khi.org.